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What’s Next?

...and Who’s Driving

NAPA’s Top 10 DC Innovators
By Fred Barstein
In an industry created by — and sometimes burdened by —
rules and regulations, most people and companies in the defined contribution market are just trying to improve the current
system. When it comes to innovation, the industry struggles. Yet
Innovation still seems to be the door that everyone is trying to
break through.
So who is trying to truly innovate, what are they up to, and
what do they think? We started with the 10 people most likely
to innovate who have a proven history in making substantial improvements to the DC industry — and are in a position to make
an impact in the future. They are NAPA’s “10 Most Innovative
People in the DC Industry.”
Innovation differs from improvement in that it means doing
something different rather than doing the same thing better.
Regardless of how many ways one defines innovation in the retirement market, the goal seems to be crystal clear in everyone’s
mind: improving participant outcomes. This is a simple concept,
but getting there is complicated.
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Perhaps the people with the most creative solutions are relatively
unknown or come from a different industry entirely. Witness what
Prof. Shlomo Benartzi did when he applied behavioral economic
principles in a simple and elegant manner, or what plaintiff’s attorney
Jerome Schlichter accomplished by questioning the basic fairness of
a system in which fiduciaries were not acting like stewards. But since
we don’t know who we don’t know, we have to start with the people
who not only have created innovative solutions in our industry, but
seem driven to find that next breakthrough.
Using 401(k)s as the bellwether for a new world driven by increased connectivity, author and New York Times columnist Thomas
Friedman wrote earlier this year that the DC system embodies a
world in which each individual must take charge of his or her life.
Gone are the institutional protections from big government, employers and unions, leaving individuals to fend for themselves. For some
this can be very exciting, but for others it can be frightful. Friedman
notes, “We’re entering a world that increasingly rewards individual
aspiration and persistence and can measure precisely who is contributing and who is not.”
How do we best prepare people for this new 401(k) world? What
business models will get us there? We posed this question to NAPA’s
“10 Most Innovative People in the DC Industry” from various sectors
— including plan sponsors, advisors, distributors, record keepers,
DCIOs, academics and attorneys — and found some interesting indications of where we might be headed.

Academia

Prof. Shlomo Benartzi
ucla professor
UCLA Anderson Prof. Benartzi, best known for his “Save
More Tomorrow” (SMT) program developed with University
of Chicago Booth Professor Richard Thaler (see feature
story on page 52), correctly pointed out that there are
really two problems to solve: how to help people accumulate enough money to retire, and how to produce a steady
stream of income that they will not outlive. Most people are
unable or unwilling to save more today, so the SMT program raised
tens of billions of dollars in retirement savings by simply asking people to sign up today to save more for tomorrow. The SMT program
and other work by Thaler and Benartzi were the inspirations behind
the 2006 Pension Protection Act and the whole auto plan movement.
Though Benartzi used participants’ inertia to help them make
better decisions about enrolling, savings rates and investments, he
thinks that we must now create technology and systems that force
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people to engage in making decisions and
to act, especially as they head into the
decumulation phase of retirement. People
are overwhelmed by having too many
choices, so Benartzi believes that we can
help by breaking them into smaller bites.
In the digital world, if we make it easy
and intuitive, more choices can be better
and might even be necessary. Unlike saving for retirement, where the goals might
be more quantitative, decumulation is
more qualitative and requires customization depending on where and how people
want to retire.
So rather than talk about what products people want to choose for retirement

In the digital world, if we make
it easy and intuitive, more
choices can be better and
might even be necessary.”
income, Benartzi says that we need to
ask them about their goals. And we can’t
ask that in a vacuum — we have to give
people a range of goals and let them select
which ones they want. Benartzi calls
this “thinking architecture.” Using more
mobile technology, we need to help people
make easy and simple decisions within a
range of choices that lead them to potentially safe outcomes over and over as their
life and priorities change.
Are the current crop of providers and
distributors ready to meet these new challenges, or will the 130 or so online advice
companies launched since 2009 step in?
Will record keepers who seem to have created a stream of “guaranteed income” be
ready to adjust to a digital world driven
by mobile technology? Though he is not
ready to answer these questions, Benartzi
is sure that within the next 10 to 15 years
there will be an earthquake that many of
the current record keepers and DCIOs are
not prepared for. And like an earthquake,
it’s impossible to predict when or where,
or the magnitude of the shift.
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bob reynolds
putnam investments
record keepers
It’s no accident that of all the
sectors, record keepers have the
most innovators because they have
the most power to effect change —
at least for now. Reynolds, who ran
Fidelity’s DC business for more than
20 years, turning it into an industry
juggernaut, now runs Putnam and is
intimately involved with their retirement initiatives. Heralding one of the
three major breakthroughs in the retirement
industry, Fidelity created the daily valuation
record keeping system stocked with proprietary retail mutual funds, enabling the cost
of running the plan to be shifted from plan
sponsors to participants. Also in charge of
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Reynolds sees the future
depending on specialist
advisors, who need to
incorporate annuity
features and leverage
wealth management
opportunities with their
plan sponsor clients.
Internet strategy at Fidelity, Reynolds drove
many functions onto the web, including
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transactions and tools with information
available in real time.
But the world is now more complicated for Reynolds, who moved from two clients — plan sponsors and participants —
to three, adding plan advisors to the mix.
And unlike Fidelity in the 1990s, Putnam
outsources record keeping and must use
third party investments. Today, Reynolds
is riding technology again to make participants’ experiences more personalized and
real by translating account balances into a
monthly paycheck (which people can more
easily relate to) and adjusting it by dialing
up deferral rates, changing investments or
delaying retirement. Putnam includes Social
Security into the mix to provide a more
realistic picture, and factors in the high cost

Walt Bettinger
Charles Schwab
Like Reynolds, Charles Schwab CEO
Walt Bettinger started his career in
the retirement business at his own
TPA firm in Richfield, OH. The firm
was eventually bought by Schwab.
He divides his career into two
chapters. Chapter 1 was focused on
differentiating his business. Bettinger was an early adopter of open
architecture, using the Schwab
OneSource supermarket, daily valuation and fee transparency at a
time when the market did not share
his focus.
In Chapter 2, Bettinger is trying to do
what’s in the best interest of the participant — “doing well by doing good” — a
common theme among the top innovators.

For Bettinger, the
future looks like
Schwab’s new all-index
and ETF platform,
which includes
imbedded advice
for everyone while
minimizing costs.
of health care, which depends on the health,
genetics and location of the participant.
For Reynolds, the key to the future —
and to innovation — is to use technology
to keep getting more personal and relevant
for each individual participant. This might
include customized TDFs — not for the plan
but for each individual. He’s concerned that
if the government scales back deferrals, it
could hurt a system that is doing exactly
what it was designed to do.
Reynolds also sees the future depending

on specialist advisors who need to incorporate annuity features and leverage wealth
management opportunities with their plan
sponsor clients. Though the focus on advisors might seem obvious, Reynolds built
Fidelity’s business primarily by selling direct,
so the shift is that much more dramatic.
Reynolds believes that clients want to work
with advisors who take a strong stand and
make specific recommendations on how to
help them to improve replacement ratios and
participant confidence.

w i n t e r

Having worked with many DB plans
as a TPA at The Hampton Company, Bettinger was struck by how differently plan
sponsors treated their DB plans from their
DC plans. When it came to their DB plans,
companies hired the best experts they
could find and negotiated long and hard
on fees. But when it came to their DC
plans, they did not work as hard to find
the best options, leaving participants to
basically fend for themselves even though
they were limited by the choices made by
their employer and poorly equipped to
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make prudent decisions.
For Bettinger, the future looks like
Schwab’s new all-index and ETF platform,
which includes imbedded advice for everyone while minimizing costs. He believes that
understanding how much to save, where
to invest and how to incorporate outside
assets is more important than paying for
active fund management. Not judging
whether passive or active management is
better, Bettinger concluded that the cost of
active management should be shifted to the
advice component.
Today, many advisors are focused on
inputs, including plan design and the hiring
and firing of fund managers. In the future,
successful advisors will either be focused on
and paid on outcomes, or they will face a
world where their entire business and revenue model is at risk, according to Bettinger.
Though most advisors see little room for
themselves in Schwab’s Advantage all-passive approach utilizing a third-party advice
provider, Bettinger says that many agree
that shifting cost to advice away from active
management makes sense. When the ETF
platform is ready, Bettinger claims, it could
be revolutionary because it will allow participants to leverage the strength of ETFs that,
so far, have been emasculated to accommodate DC record keeping limitations.

Bob Guillocheau
ascensus
Made famous for turning the “Bisys
Crisis” into a legitimate success
story at the renamed Ascensus,
Guillocheau started his career in the
mutual fund transfer agency business, which consolidated down to
just a few firms after mutual funds
realized that outsourcing made more
sense. Ascensus was an early adopter of the fee-based, open architecture model for the smaller market;
introduced ETFs into 401(k)s in 2009;
and forged a strategic relationship
with Vanguard to offer their funds
and brand to advisors.
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Today Ascensus is a leader in outsourcing record keeping. It is uniquely positioned
for two main reasons. First, they do not rely
on asset-based fees and are therefore not
subject to the vagaries of the market — they
make money on transactions. Secondly, they
are owned by a PE firm that has deep pockets and long-term investing horizons, so they
do not have to worry about quarterly earnings or be burdened by a bureaucratic parent
who sees retirement as a stepchild and adds
layers of corporate expenses. Eventually,
there will have to be a transaction — but
that may be a good driver for innovation.
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Guillocheau sees
opportunities for advisors
to lower plan costs by
building models using
ETFs, giving them more
room to add their own
value.

advisor

Marcy Supovitz
Boulay Donnelly &
Supovitz Consulting Group, Inc.
Supovitz is the advisor who drove
the creation of NAPA. A long-time
ASPPA member and early leader
of what was once called the
“ASPPA 401(k) Sales Summit,” Supovitz convinced ASPPA CEO and Executive Director Brian Graff to begin
planning the creation of NAPA in
2010. Supovitz thought it was time
that plan advisors had their own
organization to represent them in
Washington at a critical time. NAPA
has exceeded her wildest expectations, with close to 7,000 members
and almost every major DC provider
and broker dealer signed on as a
supportive Firm Partner.
An early entrant in the DC market,
Supovitz began her career at Allmerica,
where she helped create and run their
retirement division before leaving for
Pioneer. In 2003 she joined a Massachusetts-based TPA, Boulay, Donnelly
and Supovitz, and has helped grow their
advisory practice.

Guillocheau echoed other top innovators’ sentiments about the focus on outcomes not just being a differentiator but
a requirement. To enable participants, the
industry will need to provide them with
meaningful information available at their
fingertips that might compare what they are
doing to others like them. Guillocheau sees
opportunities for advisors to lower plan
costs by building models using ETFs, giving
them more room to add their own value.
As the only outsourcer on the list, we
asked why there has not been more consolidation and whether the record keeping

industry will mirror the vast consolidation of
transfer agents and back office fund processing. Though scale matters and outsourcing
might make perfect sense for many providers,
where owning a record keeping shop is no
longer a huge differentiator, Guillocheau
thinks providers will move more slowly.
Many functions and services tied to record
keeping are tied into other divisions of the
company, like IT, minimizing overall savings.
In addition, many providers do not truly
understand how much record keeping and
administration of DC plans cost, so savings
are less obvious.

w i n t e r

In the future, advisors
who want to help
plans and participants
will have to become
specialists, with a
clear move away from
commissioned-based
products due to pressure
from the government.”
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larry fink
Supovitz views NAPA as the acknowledgement of the maturing of the plan
advisor profession, which someday might
include a certification process like the AICPA does for accountants. NAPA’s mission is
not only to be the voice of the plan advisor
industry, but to drive change as well. In the
future, advisors who want to help plans and
participants will have to become specialists
with a clear move away from commissioned
based products due to pressure from the
government.
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blackrock
dcio
With $4 trillion under management
and another $10 trillion under
“advisement” in their Aladdin risk
management system, it’s hard to
point to one person at BlackRock —
though the founder and CEO, Larry
Fink, is keenly focused on the DC
market, especially plan advisors.
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In the future, according to
BlackRock, advisors need to
be focused less on picking
and monitoring funds and
more on managing risk and
putting participants on a
path to achieve their goals.
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NAPA FIRM PARTNERS
C are about You and Your Practice

More than 120 firms have stepped up with their check books, business intelligence, and “can do” attitude to support NAPA, the only organization
that educates and advocates specifically for plan advisors like you. NAPA is grateful for its Firm Partners. We hope you appreciate them too.

BROKER-DEALER
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Commonwealth Financial Network
Financial Telesis
ING Financial Partners
John Hancock Financial Network
LPL Financial
MML Investors Services
Morgan Stanley
NFP Securities, Inc.
Pershing
Principal Financial Group
Raymond James
Signator Investors
Transamerica Financial Advisors
UBS Financial Services
Wells Fargo Advisors

RIA
401(k) Advisors — Arizona
Argentus Partners
Alliance Benefit Group — North Central
States
CAPTRUST Financial Advisors
Cooney Financial Advisors
Dice Financial Services Group
Direct Retirement Solutions
EHD Advisory Services, Inc.
Fiducia Group, LLC
Fiduciary Consulting Group at PSA
Fiduciary Consulting Group, LLC
Gordon Asset Management, LLC
Graystone Consulting, a business of
Morgan Stanley
HighTower Advisors – Arizona
Institutional Investment Consulting
InterServ, LLC
Karp Capital Management
LAMCO Advisory Services
Latus Group
Longview Financial Partners, LLC
Mayflower Advisors, LLC
MCF Advisors
MillenniuM Investment
& Retirement Advisors
Nicklas Financial Companies

Precept Advisory Group
Presidium Retirement Advisers
Principled Advisors
Retirement Fund Management
Retirement Resources
Investment Corp
SageView Advisory Group
Shea & McMurdie Financial
Stonegate Wealth Management
Strategic Wealth Management
The Maresh Yoshida 401k Group
Tsukazaki & Associates, LLC
Vigilant Financial Partners

DCIO
AllianceBernstein
Allianz Global Investors Distributors
American Century Investments
American Funds
BlackRock
BNY Melon Asset Management
Capital Innovations
Eaton Vance
Federated Investors
Fidelity Investments
Franklin Templeton
ING U.S. Investment Management
Invesco
John Hancock Investments
JP Morgan
Legg Mason
MFS Investment
Management Company
Nuveen Investments
OppenheimerFunds
Parnassus Investments
PIMCO
Putnam Investments
RidgeWorth Investments
T. Rowe Price
Thornburg Investment Management
Transamerica Funds

RECORD KEEPER
ADP Retirement Services
American Funds
BlueStar Retirement Services

Charles Schwab & Co.
CPI Qualified Plan Consultants
DailyAccess
Fidelity Investments
Great-West Financial
Guardian Retirement
ING Retirement Services
John Hancock Retirement Plan Services
JP Morgan
July Business Services
MassMutual Retirement Services
Nationwide Financial
North American KTRADE Alliance
OneAmerica
Pentegra
Principal Financial Group
Putnam Investments
Retirement Revolution
T. Rowe Price
Transamerica Retirement Solutions
The Standard

OTHER FIRM PARTNERS
401(k) Rekon
American National Bank of Texas Trust
BenefitsLink.Com, Inc. /
EmployeeBenefitsJobs.com
Boston Research Group
Broadridge/Matrix Financial Solutions
Colonial Surety
Drinker, Biddle & Reath, LLP
Envestnet Retirement Solutions
Fi360
Galliard Capital Management
Gross Strategic Marketing
GROUPIRA
Integrated Retirement Initiatives
NAPLIA
Pension Resource Institute, LLC
Retirement Learning Center
ShoeFitts Marketing
The 401(k) Coach Program
The Retirement Advisor University
The Retirement Readiness Institute
The Wagner Law Group
UpTick Data Technologies
Wealth Management Systems, Inc.

Should your firm be on this list and enjoy the benefits of NAPA Firm Partnership?
To learn more contact Jeff Hoffman, Sr. Director of Business & Membership Development,
NAPA
w i n t e r 2 0 1 3
703-516-9300 x119 · jhoffman@asppa.org
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Robin Diamonte
BlackRock is uniquely positioned not just
because of their size but because of their
makeup, covering many aspects of the
investment world. Much of their reach has
come through acquisitions, including fixed
income (the original firm), indexing (Barclays), ETFs (iShares) and active management (MLIM). Barclay’s predecessor firm,
Wells Fargo, is credited with creating TDFs
in 1993; their Aladdin system is considered the premier global risk management
solution, with risk management becoming
more important to DC plan fiduciaries
than performance.
BlackRock became hyper-focused on
advisors with the acquisition of Merrill
Lynch’s investment management division.
BlackRock believes that advisors are more
likely to drive change because they are
rewarded for results, while consultants are
focused on keeping clients out of trouble.
While most DCIOs rely on record keepers
and advisors to take direction, of all the
DCIOs that do not own a record keeper,
BlackRock has the best chance to drive
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kevin hanney
united technologies

not only investment-related innovation but
also industry innovation, bringing together active, passive and risk management
capabilities.
In the future, according to BlackRock,
advisors need to be focused less on picking
and monitoring funds and more on managing risk and putting participants on a
path to achieve their goals. Though DCIOs
have little input on plan design, the asset
allocation and risk management strategies
will become more critical than picking the
hottest manager or fund rotation.
BlackRock is skeptical about the
movement toward customized TDFs since
the economies of scale do not make sense
for all but the largest plans. With their bet
on advisors, BlackRock thinks that the DC
business paradigm will shift power to advisors partnering with large asset allocators
who are focused less on the ingredients
and more on the process — unlike many
other DCIOs whose investment strategies
are limited by the products they have
available.
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plan sponsors
As DB plans fade, people have to
worry not just about saving enough
for retirement but also about not
outliving their assets and creating
a steady stream of income. As United Technologies (UTC) prepared for
the closing of their DB plan to new
employees in 2010, Robin Diamonte,
CIO, and Kevin Hanney, director of
their savings plan, wanted to recreate the guaranteed stream of income
features of a DB plan in their DC plan.
Working with three insurers (Nationwide,
Lincoln and Prudential) and Alliance Bernstein, UTC created a guaranteed lifetime
income product that now covers 20,000
employees.
More flexible than a DB plan, participants have the freedom to contribute as
little or as much as they want. Using State
Street index funds, UTC looks at each per-

son’s age, which triggers which glide paths
are used; assets move into variable annuity
contracts as they get older, with all money
moved when they are 60. The all-in cost is
119 BPs, which is less than market rates of
200-400 BPs. UTC defaults employees into
the retirement income product who showed
little or no proclivity to change investments.
For their TDF option, UTC developed
custom TDFs based on the demographics of
their workforce.
More firms would be adopting retirement income products, and might even
automatically default employees, if they
had more guidance or even a safe harbor
from the DOL, according to Diamonte. She
predicts that more focus will be placed on
lifetime income products, plan design and
custom TDFs, as well as one-on-one education looking at a person’s total financial
condition. Education should be delivered in
multimedia formats, not with written material, she believes, and DC enrollment should
be paired with health care enrollment and
even annual performance reviews.

attorneys

jerome schlichter
Schlichter Bogard
& Denton, LLP
Love him or hate him — and there are
DC industry people lined up on both
sides — Jerry Schlichter has forever
changed the qualified plan industry.
He promises to continue doing so,
fueled by proceeds from recent victories in two cases filed by employees
of major record keepers. Though the
cases started out as excessive fee
cases, they have really focused on
how participants in DC plans have
been treated differently and more
unfairly than those in a company’s DB
plan, a sentiment shared by Schwab’s
Walt Bettinger. Today courts seems to be
more willing to accept ERISA cases and are
better able to understand them. Schlichter
appears to be learning not just how to

frame his cases to get class action status but
also how to emerge victorious.
Schlichter estimates that his initiatives
and their ripple effects have lowered fees in
the $5.3 trillion DC market by 20 BPs, or a
staggering $10.6 billion — annually. Acting
as David against the Goliath record keepers
and their insurance companies — and
risking his own money pursuing ERISA fee
cases — he found that in one instance the
opposition spent $40 million that eventually resulted in a $32 million judgment, not
including pre-trial expenses. As he looked
at the situation, Schlichter was struck not
just by how unfairly DC participants were
being treated but also why the DOL had
not taken action.
Advisors have also benefited because
there’s heightened awareness by plan sponsors about their duties to act as a prudent
expert — a responsibility that, for the vast

w i n t e r

Schlichter can
envision a spillover
into IRA class action
suits, a $5.7 trillion
market where fees
are higher and
there is even less
regulatory oversight.
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majority, requires hiring a third party.
Schlichter can envision a spillover
into IRA class action suits, a $5.7 trillion
market where fees are higher and there is
even less regulatory oversight. Other potential battlefields include TDFs, especially
proprietary ones that charge fees to pick
their own funds and ones that don’t use
index funds — especially in asset classes
like large cap value where they make more
sense. He also questions TDFs that have
so many funds in one asset class that they
are really buying the market if you look at
their underlying holdings — leading, once
again, to the question of why lower-cost
index funds are not used.
Lawsuits in the retirement arena are
not going away any time soon, as the federal government, the media and individuals
become more focused on retirement in general and DC plans and IRAs specifically.
Neither is Schlichter.

bill chetney

distributors

lpl financial

Chetney heralded the emergence of
retirement plan advisor specialists
with the creation of National Retirement Plan Advisors (NRP). Started in
the early 2000s as the profession of
being a plan advisor was starting to
gain momentum, his band of elite, independent plan advisors was supercharged when LPL purchased them in
late 2010. Today, LPL Retirement Partners
Group stands as one of the leading independent distributors — and a top destination
for plan advisors looking for a broker dealer that not only understands their business
but actually supports it.
Chetney started his career in retirement
as head of sales for Reliastar, a provider
that was eventually sold to ING. When
he started, Chetney says, the industry was
brand new, especially for small and midsize companies, with insurance companies
entrenched. Mutual fund companies like
Fidelity heralded a major change not because of daily trading and cost shifting, but
because they were a trusted brand representing the future. Though mutual funds
now dominate the advisor sold DC market,
Chetney thinks that their brand recognition,
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and the costs associated with it, are no longer required. The new frontier is getting to
the participants and helping them create a
holistic financial plan that includes their DC
plan. The winners, he believes, will increase
income replacement ratios or DC alpha.
Understanding how the market works
by using common sense gathered from
working in the trenches with thousands
of advisors, Chetney realizes that to affect
tens of millions of participants, the industry
must leverage the army of retail advisors in
concert with plan advisors. LPL Worksite
Financial is an attempt to marry plan and
retail advisors with technology and call
centers to provide cradle-to-grave financial
planning using the DC plan relationship as
the entry point. Like Bettinger at Schwab,
Chetney wants to shift costs from active
mutual funds to advice, though with a
focus on live advisors to create DC alpha.
He also wants to leverage retail advisors’
relationships with decision makers at plan
sponsors to give plan advisors an opportunity to close more business. Chetney’s goals
are ambitious and perhaps a little unrealistic, but that’s what they said when he was
launching NRP.

m a g a z i n e

Like Bettinger at
Schwab, Chetney
wants to shift costs
from active mutual
funds to advice,
though with a focus
on live advisors to
create DC alpha.

fielding Miller
Captrust
Advisors are the key to implementing
the next breakthrough innovations,
but most have to depend on broker
dealers or RIAs that don’t understand their businesses or are not
working in complete concert with
them. Though there are many record
keepers, DCIOs and TPAs that support
plan advisors, they are not part of
an integrated team controlling all
aspects of sales and service — like
when Fidelity completely changed the
DC industry. That’s why the emergence of
teams is so interesting. Captrust is the largest
and perhaps most important DC advisory
team of all, and has the greatest chance to
not only innovate but also leverage innovation from other people and sectors.
Captrust is hovering around $100 billion
retirement AUM, and is focused on all types
of retirement plans as well as wealth management. The firm encompasses 100 advisors
delivering a similar service model who are
supported by a substantial back office in Raleigh, NC boasting 16 separate and distinct
departments.
Founder and CEO Fielding Miller started Captrust in 1987 as a broker. But his focus
on objectivity, fee transparency and fiduciary
practices resonated more with plan sponsors
than with individual wealth clients. That
approach took off after corporate scandals
like Enron and WorldCom were followed
by Sarbanes-Oxley. Plan sponsors realized
that they needed an arm’s length relationship
with their plan advisor, which should not be
a consulting or accounting firm doing other
business with the company. Providers selling
direct also backed off instead embracing
third-party, independent fiduciary advisors.
Operating in the large and mid-market
($20-$500 million), Captrust is ready to
bring their service model down market with
their acquisition of a small market firm in
the Midwest. Larger plans focus more on
capabilities and less on relationships when selecting their plan advisor, which Miller thinks
will eventually trickle down market.

Captrust’s model promises to improve
outcomes by emphasizing participant advice
and education. But it also disrupts the current
business model of many providers. Overall,
power is clearly shifting to plan advisors
from record keepers. Captrust controls the
distribution as well as service models with
their own relationship managers and participant call center. Rather than wholesale direct
to Captrust’s 100 advisors, providers must
meet strict due diligence reviews at the home
office. This heralds a “ton or none” business
model for their partners that is similar in
some ways to wire houses. But unlike almost
any other distributor or even advisor, CapTrust has a “no golf” rule — refusing to take
any subsidies from providers or allow their
advisors to accept even a free dinner.
Captrust epitomizes what others on
NAPA’s Top 10 Innovators list have echoed
— the move toward more specialization,
shifting costs from providers to advisors,
more customization and advice, as well as
working closely with participants one on

w i n t e r

Captrust’s model promises
to improve outcomes by
emphasizing participant
advice and education. But
it also disrupts the current
business model of many
providers.
one. Though wholesalers serve an essential
function, their value increases as the experience level of an advisor decreases. Elite
plan advisors, especially those in specialty
groups like Captrust, would prefer that
their provider partners spend money on
delivering great service at lower costs while
integrating their people and technology to
help advisors increase alpha.
What a concept — take the money
we spend on due diligence meetings at the
Four Seasons and armies of wholesalers,
some of which focus primarily on entertaining advisors, and spend it instead on
delivering great service through advisors to
improve outcomes or DC Alpha. N
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